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Abstract 
The Paper takes the theoretical explanation of the objectively existed social 
economic phenomena as the starting point. It points out social economy is 
affected by the development of factors of production. The development of the 
factors of production is much faster than that of the theories of capital. Using the 
general rules to explain the reality and that the general rules should be 
concluded from lots of theories of capital to explain the reality. Through the 
analysis of the theories of capital and capacity and the illustration of some actual 
cases, the Paper draws a conclusion that the source of profits must be through 
integrity of produtional factors, regardless which forms of its factors of 
production, as long as it has the ability of making profits and realizes its 
“capability” in the market, it is a kind of capital, otherwise it is not capital.  
The exposition on the re-cognition of capital, the capability and its attribute 
results in the special attribute of integrity of produtional factors.  With the 
analysis of the gain of capacity of production factors and the profit sharing as 
the aim, together with enhancing the state-owned competitive capacity as 
research object, the dissertation incorporates the four productive factors, i.e. 
human capacity , material capacity , institutional capacity  and environmental 
capacity into production function and establishes the framework for the 
theoretical analysis of Capacity integrity. Integrity makes the productive factor 
own the ability of making profits , is verified through mathematical deduction, 
so is the conclusion that “any single productive factor is not profitable (i.e. 
incapable of making profits), the capacity of any productive factor is liable to be 
affected by capacity of other productive factors in both positive and negative 
ways, and of all kinds of productive factors in a production system, the overall 
output of the system is nil as long as the capacity of one of the productive factor 
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establishes three kind of capacity of production factors integrity pattern ------the 
dominate integration, the assimilated integration and the focused integration and 
carries out the verification and analysis on the capacity and its integrity with 
typical cases.  Finally, the Paper, with the analysis on existing key issues and 
the causes in the state-owned economic reform from the angle of capacity 
integrity, points out that the proper ways to enhancing the competitive capacity 
of the state-owned economy—integrity. And the paper also emphasizes that the 
institutional renovation is the integration basis for capacity , the entrepreneur’s 
credibility is the key for integration of capacity, the institutional dominate 
pattern is the main integration for the capacity. 
The Paper illustrates the following new ideas: 
1．It has the conclusion, that it is hard to create profit with capacity capital 
of any single productive factor, and that it should be integrated with that of other 
productive factors in a dynamic and continuous way to produce the ability of 
making profits . 
2．It fundamentally establishes the framework for the theoretical analysis 
on integration of capacity of production factors. 
3．It sets up three integrity patterns for capacity ------ the dominate 
integration, the assimilated integration and the focused integration. 
4．With the analysis on the key existing issues in the state-owned economic 
reform from the angle of capacity integrity, it points out the proper ways to 
enhancing the competitive capacity of the state-owned economy. 
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第一章  导  论 




企业核心能力理论起源于传统的企业能力理论。 早可以追溯到 18 世
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